Who is Central Logic?
Central Logic is leading the innovation of healthcare software solutions by providing real-time visibility into a patient’s journey through the care continuum. Our patient-centered care approach helps providers enhance quality, increase revenue, and reduce costs through improved efficiencies. Central Logic’s “end-to-end” suite of comprehensive software solutions connects, captures, and reports on critical patient care issues by gathering information during all phases of care delivery.

What is Central Logic Transfer Center™?
Our SaaS-based transfer center technology leverages Central Logic On Call Scheduling™ and Central Logic Advanced Reporting™ modules, providing the most robust solution in the marketplace. Health systems utilizing Central Logic Transfer Center™ technology solutions place the right patient, in the right facility, in the right bed, the first time! Central Logic Transfer Center™ is truly the most reputable and comprehensive transfer center solution on the market.

- Operationalizes and measures every aspect of a patient’s movement in real time
- Creates a consistent process to effectively and efficiently transfer a patient
- Gives visibility into payer mix and transfer referral patterns
- Decreases operating costs and improves the overall quality of medical care, service, and treatment
- Reduces hours spent creating, maintaining, and distributing on-call paper schedules
- Handles all pages, emails, and text messages with data encryption and full transmission security, ensuring HIPAA compliance
- Provides hospital leadership, physicians, nurses, and support staff with role specific oversight and real-time reporting capabilities for better clinical and operational business decisions
- Captures data from a variety of sources; the information is stored and translated to deliver focused, valuable, impressionable real-time, actionable data that is easily understood

Why Is Central Logic Transfer Center™ Needed?
Central Logic Transfer Center™ is a software solution combined with process improvement engagement to effectively and efficiently transfer patients into the hospital. Capable of streamlining both clinical and operational processes, Central Logic Transfer Center™ produces desired outcomes and promotes consistency in service. As pioneers in patient flow, we understand how to build strong referral relationships and maximize referring physician relationships. This expertise delivers a best-in-class transition of care, allowing for seamless clinical hand offs, tracking and monitoring timely transitions of care, and delivering real-time reports that allow hospital staff to make actionable decisions.

How Can Central Logic Transfer Center™ work for your Hospital?
Central Logic Transfer Center™, along with the Central Logic On Call Scheduling™ and Central Logic Advanced Reporting™ modules, improves a hospital’s financial performance, drives process, decreases operating cost and improves the overall quality of care. Results are seen by measuring every aspect of a patient’s movement through real-time reports and dashboards which provide actionable data for better clinical and operational business decisions.

Here is how Central Logic Transfer Center has helped health systems thrive:

- **$16 Million** in Contribution Margin Generated in the First Year
- **20,000** Patient Transfers Processed in First Year of Implementation
- **20% Increase** in Transfer Growth in the First Year
- **$8,000** Average Contribution Margin per Patient Transfer
- **25%** Reduction in Patient Leakage
- Recaptures an average of 125+ staff hours per month

Learn more about why Central Logic solutions are right for you. Contact us at 866-932-4333 or at CentralLogic.com
# Patient Flow Challenges and the Central Logic Transfer Center™ Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Challenges</th>
<th>Central Logic Transfer Center™ Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital has capacity issues</td>
<td>Through visibility, hospitals and healthcare systems are able to handle greater volumes of patient admission and transfers, decreasing patient leakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital has no common entry point, unable to track patients efficiently.</td>
<td>Proven abilities to measure every aspect of a patient’s movement and provides hospital staff with reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack the reporting needed to operate the transfer center effectively and efficiently</td>
<td>Provides robust data analytics allowing for better real-time decision making and increased staff efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining scheduling manual is consuming too many staff hours per month.</td>
<td>Scheduling information for an entire hospital is entered only once and, when changes occur, they are immediately viewable to any users of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different roles within the hospital need visibility to different information</td>
<td>Visuals are designed to address the needs of various audiences from the c-suite to the end user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No access to true real-time data</td>
<td>Data captured, rapidly normalized, stored and structured, facilitating the translating data into meaningful action-oriented information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All communication needs to be HIPPA compliant</td>
<td>Communications engine handles all pages, emails, and text messages with data encryption and full transmission security, ensuring HIPAA compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Diagram

[Diagram showing the Central Logic Transfer Center™ solution with various icons and labels indicating features such as STAFF & PROVIDERS, TRANSFER CENTER, COMMAND CENTER™, DATA ANALYTICS, and various endpoints like Tertiary Care, Trauma Center, Rehab, Behavioral Health, Home, Long Term Care, Community Hospital, Patient Referral, Referring Doctor, Referring Hospital or Clinic, and Air/Ambulance.]
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